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From: RShearman <pcchairman@suttonontheforestvillage.org.uk> 
Subject: Re: Bus Hardstanding 
Date: 19 August 2018 at 18:56:15 BST 
To: roger.stocker@btinternet.com 
Cc: Mark and Juliet Lee <markandjuliet@talktalk.net> 
 
Dear Roger and Mark, 
Whilst I understand your frustration, I am a little concerned from Mark’s email that there is 
a perception that the Parish Council cannot be bothered to address these problems. This is 
not the case. I personally have spent hours on these issues. Progress is frustratingly slow 
because of the statutory bodies involved. In the case of the pollution problems, the 
unthinking act of a builder 30 years ago when connecting a pipe takes weeks of dye tracing 
to uncover. 
Please continue to complain to the organisations concerned because that really helps us. 
However, in the case of Yorkshire Water, I would caution against discussing solutions 
because confusion could well result. 
To some extent, we have failed to make the extent of our activity known to residents and I 
hope that the outline below will serve to bring you up to date. 
 
Sewage Pollution: 
 

 There are two pollution problems in the immediate vicinity, both of which have been 
in existence since the later stages of the Gowans were built i.e. 1990. 

 Problem 1, sewage pollution in the surface water run off from the Gowans which 
enters a ditch in the middle of Metcalfe’s field to the South of the Gowans. 

 This problem had been reported many times over the years without action. 
 Problem 2, overtopping of the main sewer in Carr Lane adjacent to Manor Farm 

House and on the opposite side of the road under the hedge of 2 The Gowans during 
heavy rain. 

 This problem had been reported by the occupants of Manor Farm also for many 
years. Eventually they parked a roller on the manhole lid to prevent their yard being 
polluted, but this resulted in pollution on the opposite side of the road. 

 Three years ago, I became involved on behalf of the Parish Council, and after some 
contact with Yorkshire water, established that they had no records of either 
problem. 

 The Parish Council raised problem 2 when the planning application was considered 
for Manor Court, and a retention tank and pump system were installed to try to 
avoid increasing the problem. 

 The connections made for Manor Court were in a small chamber close to the yard 
manhole that had lifted in the past. 

 Two very serious pollution incidents occurred in the yard during the restoration of 
Manor Farm House by the new owners. 

 As a consequence the new owner re-arranged the connections and pipe work in 
cooperation with Yorks Water. This had the effect of moving the overtopping to the 
manhole next to the bus stop as I had predicted. 
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 During this period I had a number of visits and discussions with Yorkshire Water field 
engineers and clean up staff without much progress, until I mentioned problem 1. 
The reaction from the individual was to say that there was probably a cross 
connection between foul and surface water pipes in the Gowans somewhere. 

 At this point I emailed the Chief Executive of Yorkshire Water and asked for his 
assistance in identifying a member of his organisation with the ability and will to 
solve a pollution problem of 30 years standing. 

 I received a phone call within 4 hours and an appointment for an engineer tasked 
with sorting the problem to attend within the week. 

 I walked the ground with this engineer and established a) they had no clear idea of 
where the surface water run-off was located b) not much more idea of the foul 
sewage set up in the Gowans. 

 By October last year YW had admitted that there was a likely cross connection in the 
Gowans and started an investigation to find where the foul sewers were connected 
to the surface water pipes. This continued until the Spring, the source of Problem 1 
has apparently been identified and action is in hand to get work done to correct it. 
The details are confidential because they involve private houses and are not made 
available to us. 

 YW have done work to improve the foul flow from the Gowans pumping station 
where it joins the main sewer in a manhole a few metres from the bus stop towards 
the village. I have an email saying that they would undertake further work if this did 
not alleviate the problem. 

 We have had three pollution events between end of March and end of July. On the 
last occasion, my wife took a photo getting very wet in the process. I have now cited 
their email and this record to ask for more work to be done. Currently they are 
looking at the sewer and the pumping station in Carr Lane. 

 Personally, I believe that there is also the problem that the Manor Court pumping 
station and that in the Gowans are contending with one another for sewer space if 
they both pump out at the same time. This would probably be OK without the 
rainwater component. 

 YW seem very unwilling to look for the source of the rainwater that is overloading 
the sewer. I think that this is because adding rainwater to a foul sewer does not in 
itself constitute an act of pollution so they cannot enforce corrective work, but I 
have no evidence to support this view. I am continuing to chase this issue and have 
just identified somebody in the village who has worked on this type of problem and 
can help me. 

 
The Bus Stop: 

 We had a number of complaints last year regarding water pooling adjacent to the 
York bound bus stop and we took this up with NYCC highways. 

 The initial response was that it was due to potholing in the area which would be 
filled. This was done but did not alleviate the problem. 

 After further discussion, Highways conceded that there was a dip in the road and 
that an additional gulley (road drain) was required. 

 This task is now included in their programme of work but will have been allocated a 
low priority compared with other work. 



 To be brutally honest, this is understandable given the budgetary situation. One or 
two people are getting wet occasionally, nobody is being injured or worse. It is a 
fairly expensive piece of work and the money used would fund correction of quite a 
few potholes or similar dangerous defects. 

 We have also received confirmation that NYCC will no longer fund bus shelters 
anywhere in the county although they might adopt one that was funded by 
somebody else, providing that it was of the aluminium urban design. 

 Our problem is that we have to consider the whole parish not just the village. At a 
rough count there are 14 bus stops, 7 if you only put them on one side of the road. 
The only shelter I know of locally is in Stillington and is probably quite old as it is 
brick built. I do not know its history.It is not in our parish of course. 

 However, please do not conclude that we are not supportive. We would certainly 
welcome a costed proposal for a pattern of shelter that could be used in the Parish. 

By the way, there is an election in May next year for a new Parish Council, and we are keen 
to encourage some new members. If you are willing to give the time, please do not hesitate 
to stand for election.The Parish clerk can provide you with the necessary information. 
Regards 
Bob 
 
 
On 19 Aug 2018, at 00:06, Roger Stocker <roger.stocker@btinternet.com> wrote: 
 
Thanks Mark, 
  
Give me a shout when you get back.  I go on the 8th for 2 weeks. 
  
Bob -  where are the bus stops in the village ?  Do you know how many we have ? 
  
Roger 
  
From: Mark and Juliet Lee <markandjuliet@talktalk.net>  
Sent: 18 August 2018 23:59 
To: roger.stocker@btinternet.com 
Cc: pcchairman@suttonontheforestvillage.org.uk 
Subject: FW: Bus Hardstanding 
  
Hi Roger 
  
It’s Mark (you’ve given me a lift a couple of time in to York) from Harland Close. 
  
I have been raising the issue of the bus stop for several months now, asking for, as a minimum, a 
larger hard standing…although a shelter would be great! 
  
I have also been raising the issue of the poor drainage on the road with NYCC and they agreed 
(Autumn 2017) to install an additional gully adjacent to the bus stop to help stop the water 
puddling.  This is still to be done and I believe is still planned (but who knows when!). 
  
I notice Bob has mentioned the Yorkshire Water drain next to the stop.  I have also complained 
about this to Yorkshire Water 3 times now as when it rains heavy it overflows leaving a trail of 
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sewage around it.  This is not pleasant to stand next to when waiting for a bus, is a potential health 
hazard and could be contaminating the nature reserve further down Carr Lane.  To date Yorkshire 
Water have listened to my complaints but nothing has been done (apart from sending someone out 
to clean up the areas after I complained about the sewage). 
  
I would be happy to chat with you to see how we can join forces and try and improve things.  I’m 
away on holiday for a couple weeks starting next week but when I’m back maybe we could get 
together? 
  
Thanks 
  
Mark 
  
From: RShearman <pcchairman@suttonontheforestvillage.org.uk>  
Sent: 18 August 2018 21:53 
To: Mark and Juliet Lee <markandjuliet@talktalk.net> 
Subject: Fwd: Bus Hardstanding 
  
Dear Mark, 
In view of your interest in the bus stop opposite the Gowans, I thought that you and Roger Stocker 
might like to get together. As you can see, he is keen to get in touch with you. Please may I leave it 
to you to contact him if you wish to do so. 
Regards 
Bob 
  

Begin forwarded message: 
  
From: "Roger Stocker" <roger.stocker@btinternet.com> 
Subject: RE: Bus Hardstanding 
Date: 16 August 2018 at 19:07:49 BST 
To: "'Bob Shearman'" <shearman.parishcouncil@hotmail.com> 
Reply-To: <roger.stocker@btinternet.com> 
  
Hi Bob, 
  
Thanks for that its really useful.   Yes please give me email and also my mobile option out to the 
person concerned. 
  
I think what we would do is to put a plan of attack together and maybe a couple of different 
options.   We could then ask for views so that we get some buy in for what we propose. 
  
Thanks for the feedback  - will be back in touch once I have spoken to some people. 
  
Roger 
  
From: Bob Shearman <shearman.parishcouncil@hotmail.com>  
Sent: 16 August 2018 17:58 
To: roger.stocker@btinternet.com 
Subject: Re: Bus Hardstanding 
  
Hi Roger,  
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There are a number of problems associated with the bus stop concerned. First of all there is very 
poor road drainage adjacent to the stop so that water pools there. We have finally got Highways to 
admit this and they have put the installation of a new road drain in their plan of work but currently 
we have no timescale. I have considerable sympathy as my wife and I got thoroughly soaked by a 
passing van while waiting for the bus. 
There is a main sewer immediately behind the existing bus stop flagstones, with the manhole cover 
close to them. This manhole tends to lift and allow foul sewage to escape when we have heavy rain. 
I am still chasing Yorkshire water about this problem on behalf of the Parish Council and they are 
investigating both the sewer and the pumping station. We would have to establish that there would 
be no objection to laying a hardstanding over the sewer. 
We have looked at bus shelters and certainly urban glass and stainless creations are available for 
about £6K, but these are not really appropriate to the village rural environment and would probably 
give rise to objections. Something more suitable seemed at the time to be perhaps twice the cost, 
but I must admit that the study was not exhaustive.The verge is legally part of the highway and it is 
necessary to obtain a license from NYCC highways to carry out any work. This involves (a) giving 
them precise locations, measurements and details of any objects to be installed. (b) using a 
contractor with the necessary certification to carry out road work who is approved by Highways (and 
more expensive than an ordinary builder). The cost of the hardstanding on the other side of the road 
was £1200. On this basis, provision of a suitable shelter might be likely to cost in excess of £10K.You 
can find details of the Highways requirements on the NYCC website under roadside furniture. 
The problem for the Parish Council is that none of the rural bus stops in the Parish have shelters, and 
we certainly couldn’t fund them all. A compromise might well be to install a hardstanding initially. In 
the short term we have also arranged for the grass around the bus stop to be kept cut. 
  
However, if you specifically give permission by email that I may give your contact details to the 
person who raised the query, I will do so and suggest that he contacts you.( Sorry about that request 
but Data Protection demands it!). It would be very welcome if you could develop a costed proposal 
and send it to the Parish Council clerk. She will then ensure that it is put on the agenda for the next 
Parish Council meeting. We do have a public participation session at every meeting and you are very 
welcome to come along and speak in support of any proposal.It is also helpful if councillors can ask 
questions when looking at a proposal. 
Regards 
Bob 
  
  
 
 
 

On 16 Aug 2018, at 14:42, Roger Stocker <roger.stocker@btinternet.com> wrote: 
  
HI Bob, 
  
I am Roger from across the roads in 5 manor court (the new barns). 
  
I was having a look at the parish council minutes from the last meeting and noticed the point abut a 
village talking about the bus stop towards York and increasing the hardstanding area. 
  
I too would be interested in such a hardstanding.   In fact I would go further in saying that we really 
need a bush shelter.  I have seen many people soaked over the winter months -In fact my wife has 
had to come and change her work clothes in 3 occasions. 
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So I had really had two questions 
  

1. If we went for a bus shelter as a capital outlay – it looks like a £5-6k project from a quick look 
.  Is this something he parish council would look to support / finance from reserves if a 
proposal was brought forward and supported by enough residents ?  Alternatively it could 
be financed as a revenue item  

  
2. If the answer to (1) was yes – could you  put me in touch with the person who raised the 

query as I know a few of us would be interested in forming a working party. 
  
If you want to chat informally – please feel free to come and knock on the door !  
  
Roger 

 
 
 


